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DEVO
Live in the Land of the Rising Sun DVD
Sick Video 2004
www.clubdevo.com

Mark Mothersbaugh (vocals)
Bob Mothersbaugh (guitar)
Bob Casale (guitar/keys)
Gerald Casale (bass)
David Kendrick (drums)

What’s the 4-1-1?
Where do you go in Western influenced, post-industrial, technological society and 
feel like you’re on another planet? Japan of course! DEVO return to Japan after 
twenty-five years to continue preaching their views of our de-evolution on this 
DVD (5.1 sound).

Genre
Alternative / rock / experimental / progressive

The Good
Live in Japan 2003
DEVO kick off their show in front of thousands of screaming Japanese fans with a 
montage of all their videos. The narrator tells us exactly what DEVO is all about. 
The band arrives on stage complete with bio-suits and ‘energy helmets’ in tow. 
They kick things off with the electronic beats and monotone vocals of “That’s 
Good”. The crowd eagerly bounces to the beat of “Girl U Want”. You know, I’ve 
always thought of DEVO as the “Whip It” guys, but I’ve realized that I know more 
of their songs than I thought. Speaking of “Whip It”, the band gives away ‘energy 
helmets’ as this favorite kicks in at only song three. The live version just might 
trump the studio version. DEVO cover the Rolling Stone’s “Satisfaction” in their 
own unique way.

It’s evident that time has caught up with the gang, as they appear a little 
‘healthier’ than I remember them. That doesn’t stop them from nailing some 
cheesy choreography during “Uncontrollable Urge”. Mark Mothersbaugh takes a 
cheerleading role, complete with pom-poms, as the rest of the band covers 
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“Mongoloid”. Can you even use that word today? “Jock Homo” might just be the 
DEVO anthem as they chant ‘We are DEVO’. The band strips out of their suits and 
done their classic black t-shirts, short shorts, and knee pads to close out the 
performance.

Extras
“ DEVO goes to Japan” features various interviews with the band, most of the time 
they’re with Mark and Gerald. Smaller clips could be seen intertwined with the live 
performance. Mark and Gerald talk about how the U.S. has de-evolved, despite 
their jokes twenty years ago that it would among other topics. Gerald’s story of a 
night he spent with a Japanese groupie back in the eighties is priceless. There’s an 
interview segment with DEVO’s drummer entitled “David Kendrick” speaks. He 
discusses how he hooked up with the band, and what he did prior. They really 
could have edited this better, because David comes off a little awkward. There’s 
also a rare 1980 live performance clip that features the group performing a song 
called “Good Feeling” I believe.

The Bad
I expected a DEVO live performance to be more visual.

The Verdict
Simply put, DEVO create art for art’s sake. Even twenty five years later, they still 
manage to capture a crowd with their entertaining live performance. It’s amazing 
that songs they wrote twenty some odd years ago, are still relevant today.

Did You Know?
Vocalist Mark Mothersbaugh composed the theme music for MTV's Liquid 
Television, Nickelodeon's Rugrats, and Pee-Wee's Playhouse.

Rating:  out of 5

--George Dionne
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